Exhibit 8 False attributions

Defendants Bendebury and DeLay inserted the following comments in several of the
pages of their Demystifying Science blog (The articles are listed in Exhibit 9).

1. What Does It Mean For Something To Exist In Physics?
https://demystifyingscience.com/blog/2020/3/12/exist-vs-occur
“The word ‘exist’ is central to many, if not all, scientific discussions yet is
almost never defined unambiguously and then utilized in such a consistent
fashion that it can be applied across subject matters without
contradiction. Bill Gaede first brought this issue to my attention in 2017.”
2. What is a Photon? What is Light?
https://demystifyingscience.com/blog/photon
Entwined e-shells can be termed “photogravitational helix” for this
reason. These PGHelices will be invoked to physicalize gravity in an
upcoming post.
** The atoms illustrated above are made of fiber, which is consistent with
empirical findings, unrelated to Bill Gaede’s thread world.
No attribution was made in the related article titled:
Why Is Light Speed Limited?
https://demystifyingscience.com/blog/2020/2/21/why-is-light-speed-limited
3. How Does Electricity Work?
https://demystifyingscience.com/blog/how-to-visualize-electricity
To address these shortcomings, we build on an idea first proposed by Bill
Gaede in the mid-2000s: Electricity as surface-to-surface rotational
gearing between electron-shells on atoms (see movie below).
4. How Do Magnets Work?
https://demystifyingscience.com/blog/magnetism
In our visualization, which builds upon the work of Bill Gaede, surface-tosurface transmission of e-shell rotation between aligned shells of atoms
constitutes electricity.

5. What Causes Inertia?
(https://demystifyingscience.com/blog/2020/2/25/what-causes-inertia )
No attributions were made despite that the mechanism proposed by defendants
consists of a physical mediator that connects any two atoms:
“We reasoned that all physical motions are slowed for one of two reasons:
because other objects get in the way or because something pulls on them… Inertia
means that all of your atoms are gravitationally entwined with all of the atoms
around them… all of the other atoms in your world, including the atmosphere,
sun and stars, are indeed exerting some meaningful pull…”
6. If Not Amount of Material, What Causes Mass?
( https://demystifyingscience.com/blog/2020/3/6/where-does-mass-come-from )
No attributions were made in this page despite that the mechanism proposed by
the defendants consists of a physical mediator that connects any two atoms:
“atoms behave as if they are pulling on one another.”
“One way to visualize mass is to imagine atoms connected by an imaginary
tensile structure.”
“Because all of this tugging (mass) is balanced directionally, equally and
oppositely, there is no motion in this tiny universe. However, if we attempt to
pluck any one of these atoms from the chain, it will resist inertially due to that
web of tensioned connectivity.”
The images and mechanisms of this last page are practically plucked right out of the
plaintiff’s Hubpages gravity page ( https://hubpages.com/hub/Einsteins-Idiots-12 )
which has been running since 2013.
What is incongruous and perplexing is that in their articles the defendants provide
generous attribution to Ernst Mach who never provided a physical mechanism for his
unpublished and off-the-cuff interconnectivity theory, yet even today refuse to credit
the plaintiff in any way.
The list continues, since the defendants have peppered several more of their pages with
plagiarized material, but the plaintiff must stop here with the most prominent examples so
as to not overburden the trier of fact.
What is indisputable is that the notion of a physical mediator that binds any two atoms
originates in The Rope Hypothesis (WGDE). This physical mediator not only allows
torsions to propagate back and forth along its length (i.e., light), but also for the first time
in the history of Science produces the force of pull that Mssrs. Newton and Einstein
desperately searched for (i.e., gravity). The plaintiff is prepared to introduce further
evidence of plagiarism and copyright infringement by the defendants upon request.

